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Abstract

The numerical methods used to model complex geometries required by many
scientific applications often favour the use of unstructured meshes and finite el-
ement discretisation methods over structured grid alternatives. This flexibility
introduces complications, such as the management of mesh quality and addi-
tional computational overheads arising from indirect addressing [5]. Using the
Finite Element Method for the numerical solution of PDEs, a posteriori error
estimations on the PDE solution help evaluate a quality functional [4] and deter-
mine the low-quality mesh elements. Mesh adaptivity methods ([3], [1]) provide
an important means to control solution error by focusing mesh resolution in
regions of the computational domain when and where it is required.

Adaptive algorithms are grouped into two main categories, h-adaptivity and
r-adaptivity algorithms. The first category contains techniques which try to
adapt the mesh by changing its topology. This can be done by removing ex-
isting mesh elements, a technique known as coarsening, increasing local mesh
resolution by adding new elements, a procedure called refinement, or replacing a
group of elements with a different group, which can be achieved through swap-
ping. The second group of adaptive algorithms encompasses a variety of vertex
smoothing techniques, all of which leave mesh topology intact and only attempt
to improve quality by relocating mesh vertices. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the
general procedure for the solution of a PDE on an adaptive mesh.

A problem is said to be anisotropic if its solution exhibits directional de-
pendencies. An anisotropic mesh contains elements which have some suitable
orientation. In this case, the error estimation is given in the form of a metric
tensor field M(x), i.e. a tensor which, for each point in the domain, represents the
desired length and orientation of a mesh edge containing this point. Adapting a
mesh so that it distributes the error uniformly over the whole mesh is equivalent



Algorithm 1 General algorithm for the adaptive solution of PDEs.

Mesh M0 ← initial auto-generated mesh
solve PDE on M0

E0 ← a posteriori estimation of solution error
while Ei ≥ predefined tolerance do

compute metric tensor field Ti from Ei
perform initial coarsening on Mi

repeat
perform refinement on Mi

perform coarsening on Mi

perform swapping on Mi

Lmax ← longest mesh edge
until (pre-defined number of iterations is reached) or(Lmax -

√
2.0 < 0.01)

perform smoothing on Mi

solve PDE on Mi

Ei ← a posteriori estimation of solution error

to constructing a uniform mesh consisting of equilateral triangles with respect
to the non-Euclidean metric M(x).

PRAgMaTIc is an open-source mesh adaptivity framework, built with large-
scale multiprocessing in mind. It implements coarsening, refinement and swap-
ping alongside an optimisation-based vertex smoothing algorithm proposed by
Freitag et al. [1]. Parallel execution is based on an older parallel framework [2],
improved through a novel approach which combines the idea of mesh partition-
ing with low-level intervention in mesh data structures in order to achieve good
data locality, high performance and thread safety. PRAgMaTIc supports both
NUMA (via OpenMP) and distributed-memory (via MPI) systems. Current work
is on improving performance and scalability of adaptive algorithms. Support for
CUDA/OpenCL is planned for the near future. PRAgMaTIc can be downloaded
from Launchpad under the BSD licence: https://launchpad.net/pragmatic.
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